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P violation
Summary:

• Mixing of neutral B mesons

• Formalism for Coherent B B states

• CP violation in B decays

• CP violation in the Standard Model

• Experimental Requirements to Search for C

• Hadronic vs e+e- colliders

• BaBar detector

• Performances of BaBar

• Example of CP analysis from BaBar
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Introduction

CP violation has been so far observed only in

The K-decay observations, together with othe
place constraints on the parameters of the CK

Many CP-violating effects are expected in B d
cleanly predicted by the Standard Model.

If enough independent observations of CP vio
can be made, it will be possible to test the Sta
predictions for CP violation.
CP violation can be related to the disappeara
from the Universe



and antiparticles

mmetric w.r.t.
Charge ConjugationC interchanges particles 

Parity P sends (t, x) -> (t, -x)

Electromagnetic and strong interactions are sy
C and P separately

Weak interactions violate C and P separately



CP transformation properties:

(-1)µ = 1 for µ=0, (-1)µ = -1 for µ=1,2,3



t appears in the
ian conjugate

sions which repre-
ses

ecoefficients in
tesof each other.

symmetry of the

differences
Each combination of fields and derivatives tha
Lagrangian transforms under CP to its hermit

There are coefficients in front of these expres
sent either coupling constants or particle mas

If any of these quantities are complex, then th
front of CP-related terms are complex conjuga

In such a case, CP is not necessarily a good 
Lagrangian.

There can be CP-violating effects, namelyrate 
between pairs of CP conjugate processes.



ons

B-meson flavor

 equation
Mixing of Neutral B Mes

An arbitrary linear combination of the neutral 
eigenstates

is governed by a time-dependent Schrodinger
M and Γ are 2x2 Hermitian matrices



re given by:

∆ΓΒ between
The light BL and heavy BH mass eigenstates a

The mass difference∆mB and width difference 
the neutral B mesons are:



Finding the eigenvalues one gets:



0)

ome:
∆ΓΒ has never been measured. Expected O(1-2

From B mixing:
 ∆mB/ΓΒ ~ 0.7

One can assume:
 ∆ΓΒ << ∆mB

and the expressions of the previous slide bec



 pure B0 (B0)
The time evolution of  a a state that at t=0 is a
is:

                                     M = 1/2(MH + ML)



 states

e B0 and B0

e B0

 to evolve and

sible with proba-
ecay
Formalism for Coherent BB

At e+ e- collider, at the energy of the Y(4S), th
mesons are produced in acoherent L=1 state

Until one decays, there is exactly one B0 and on

Once one particle decays, the other continues

events with two B0 (or two B0) decays are pos
bility governed by the time between the two d



 the angleθ that

me:
Two B, coming from Y decay, are identified by

they make with the e- direction in the Y rest fra

Using the expressions for B evolution:

where:
Bf is moving forward ( θf < π/2, Φ )
Bb is moving backward (π − θf , Φ  + π)



 f1 at time t1 and
:

e fi
e state fi
The amplitude for one B decaying to the state
the other B decaying to the state f2 at time t2 is 

where:
Ai is the amplitude for a B to decay to the stat
Ai is the amplitude for aB to decay to the sam



t in which:
P

 = 0 or A2 = 0 at
The time dependent rate can be written as:

To search for CP violation, one looks for even
• one B decays to a CP eigenstate fCP at time tfC

• the other B decays to a tagging mode with A2
time ttag



Atag,  the other

o if tfCP< ttag
If we take a tagging mode with A2 = 0 andA2 =

B is identified as a B0 at time t2 = ttag . True als
The rate reduces to:

where:

ηCP is the CP eigenvalues of the state fCP



er B is identified

nd sine terms are
For the case withA2 = 0 and A2 = Atag, the oth

as aB0 at time ttag and the sign of the cosine a
reversed in the expression above.

The time dependent CP asymmetry :

can be written as:



ys

an be classified in

charged and neu-
 and its CP conju-

e two neutral
P eigenstates

ays with and
final states that
CP Violation in B Deca

The possible manifestations of CP violation c
a model-independent way:

• CP violation in decay, which occurs in both 
tral decays, when the amplitude for a decay
gate process have different magnitudes

• CP violation in mixing, which occurs when th
mass eigenstates cannot be chosen to be C

• CP violation in the interference between dec
without mixing, which occurs in decays into 

are common to B0 and B0



y

parts: its magni-

phase term eiδ

mplitude Af and
CP Violation in Deca

Each contribution to A can be written in three 

tude A, its weak-phase term eiφ, and its strong

If several amplitudes contribute to B0-> f, the a
the CP conjugate amplitudeAf are given by:

where:

CP |B0> = e2iζB |B0>         CP |B0> = e-2iζB |B0>

CP |f > = e2iζf |f >              CP |f > = e-2iζf |f >



in decay

ong various
The interesting quantity is:

This type of CP violation is calledCP violation 
or direct CP violation.

It results from the CP-violating interference am
terms in the decay amplitude.



ntions and physi-

 must be CP eigen-
n M12 and Γ12
CP Violation in Mixing
A quantity that is independent of phase conve
cally meaningful is:

When CP is conserved, the mass eigenstates
states. In that case the relative phase betwee
vanishes



tion in mixing;

rent from the CP
served unambig-

observed through
This type of CP violation is here calledCP viola
it is often referred to asindirect CP violation.

It results from the mass eigenstates being diffe
eigenstates.CP violation in mixing has been ob
uously in the neutral kaon system.

For the neutral B system, this effect could be 
the asymmetries in semileptonic decays:

Expected to be small



e Between
Mixing

nd B0 decays.
CP Violation in the Interferenc
Decays With and Without 

CP eigenstates, fCP , are accessible in both B0 a
Let’s consider:



/p| = 1 and

in the interfer-
It is possible that, to a good approximation, |q
|A/A| = 1 and still have CP violation:

This type of CP violation is calledCP violation 
ence between decays with and without mixing

The asymmetry :



 CP violation in
hout mixing can
that usually is:

reduces to:

When it occurs with no CP violation in decay,
the interference between decays with and wit
be cleanly related to Lagrangian parameters



 Model

ion through the
 to a W boson:
CP violation in the Standard

SM accounts for flavor changing quark transit
coupling of the V-A charged current operator 

where:

Vij are the elements of theCKM  matrix
 i, j run on the three quark generations



portional

oportional

m the quark
es (d’, s’, b’) with
Amplitudes for dj -> W- ui or ui -> W- dj are pro
to Vij

Amplitudes for dj -> W+ ui or ui -> W+ dj are pr
to V* ij

CKM matrix can be regarded as a rotation fro
mass eigenstates (d, s, b) to a set of new stat
diagonal coupling to u, c, t



s

tion of each col-
ality between

ndipendent real

thers are phases

k field can be used

-1) = (n-1)2

 phase
A n x n complex matrix has2n2 real parameter

Unitarity gives n constraints for the normaliza
umn and n(n-1) constraints from the orthogon

each pair of columns A unitary matrix has n2 i
parameters

Of these1/2xn(n-1) are real rotation angle, the o

The freedom to select the phases of the quar
to absorb 2n - 1 phases of the CKM matrix

The number of physical parameters isn2 - (2n 

With 3 generations:3 real rotation angle and 1



Conditions to have CP violation:

angles different from0, π/2;

phase different from 0, π

at least 3 generations

J defined by:

must be different from zero



es the set of
A standard parametrisation of CKM matrix  us
anglesθ12, θ23, θ13 and δ13

where:
c12 = cosθ12, s12 = sinθ12,. . .

The phaseδ13 produces the CP violation
 In this parametrization:



Wolfenstein parametrization:
expansion in the parameterλ = sinθC ~ 0.22

In this parametrization:

J=A2ηλ6



ts between the

mplex plane
Unitarity conditions coming from inner produc
columns, can be written as:

and can be rapresented as triangles in the co
Expressing them in powers ofλ



 is much shorter

the first triangle)
).

 in the B system,
f this triangle pre-

”

The Unitary Triangles:
• are equal in area
• the area is |J|/2

In the first and in the third  triangles, one side
than the other two.
CP violation is small in the leading K decays (
and in the leading Bs decays (the third triangle

The most exciting physics of CP violation lies
related to the second triangle.The openness o
dicts large CP asymmetries in B decays.
It is usually referred as “ the Unitarity T riangle





cb ) is real

are thus fixed at

η)
The rescaled Unitarity Triangle is derived
• choosing a phase convention such that(VcdV*
• dividing the lengths of all sides by|VcdV* cb |

Two vertices of the rescaled Unitarity Triangle
(0,0) and (1,0).
The coordinates of the remaining vertex are(ρ,
The angles are:



us|

s -> |Vub/Vcd|
Three ways to determine the CKM elements:
• direct measurements
• indirect measurements
• unitarity condition

Direct measurement:
• Nuclear beta decays  ->| Vud|
• Semileptonic kaons and hyperon decays -> |V
• ν production of charm -> |Vcd|
• Semileptonic D decays ->|Vcs|
• Semileptonic B decays -> |Vcb|
• Spectrum endpoint in semileptonic B decay

Indirect measurements:

• B0 B0 mixing ->|V*
tb Vtd|



le,
Taking into account all information:

From CP asymmetries it’s possible, in princip
 to extract α, β,  γ



mplitude

m Tree and
CP violation and B decay a

Most b decay amplitude have contributions fro
Penguin diagrams





ll and can be

tribution with

h and without
etries and CKM

olation from
g are both

reat interest

ys can be classi-
In the B mesons:
• CP violation in decay is expected to be sma

ignored in hadronic decays
• Direct CP violation requires at least two con

different weak and strong phases
• CP violation from interference of decays wit

mixing has clear relationship between asymm
parameters

In many decays direct CP violation and CP vi
interference of decays with and without mixin
present.
Decays with small direct CP violation are of g

According to their amplitude structure, B deca
fied in different classes:



->sss

uud
nguin contribu-

gible role

us

fferent charge in
Decays dominated by a single term: b -> ccs, b
SM predicts small direct CP violation effect
B -> J/ψ K,  B -> φ K

Decays with a small second term:  b -> ccd, b->
Depending on the relative size of Tree and Pe
tions, direct CP violation can play a non negli
B -> D D, B ->ππ

Decays with suppressed tree contribution: b->u
Tree suppressed by CKM matrix element
B -> ρ K

Decays with no Tree contribution: b->ssd
Interference between Penguin with quark of di
the loopB -> KK



easure β

.4*10-3
Modes that can be used to m

B -> J/ψ K0,  B -> J/ψ K*  (with K* -> K 0π0 )

Br(B -> J/ψ K0) ~ 5*10-4,     Br(B -> J/ψ K* ) ~ 1



 as the tree. The
ssed penguin.
 angle β

e” )

tive angular

dd and even CP.
litudes of definite
Dominant penguin has the same weak phase
term with different phase is a Cabibbo-suppre
Small Direct CP violation. Clean extraction of

For example for B -> J/ψ Ks  ( the “golden mod

The CP of the two body state depends on rela

momentum as (-1)L

For B -> J/ψ K* the final state is a mixture of o
An angular analysis is needed to separate amp
CP



in Diagrams con-
gnificant.

ar analysis is
B -> D+ D-,    B -> D*D* ( with D* -> D0 π)

Br(B -> D+ D-) ~ 4*10-4,   Br(B -> D*D* ) ~ 10-3

Tree amplitude is Cabibbo suppressed. Pengu
tribution (with different phase) is potentially si
Direct CP violation can play a role
In addition, for the VV case ( D* D*), anangul
needed to separate amplitude of definite CP



 with different
noring the
B->φ K0, B->φ K*

Br(B->φ K0) ,

Br(B->φ K* ) < 2*10-5

No Tree contribution. Two groups of Penguins
phases, one group is Cabibbo-suppressed. Ig
Cabibbo-suppressed term:



easureα
Modes that can be used to m

B -> π+ π−

Br(B -> π+ π−) ~ 5*10-6



ree contributions

ntribution is sig-

lated channels:
Penguin terms have phase different from the T
Neglecting penguins:

Recent CLEO results suggest that Penguin co
nificant

Possible solution: measure rates for Isospin re

B+ -> π+ π0, B0 -> π0 π0

and perform an Isospin Analysis



alue of quark

nguin (b->d) is

ee contribution,
, is isolated
Basic idea:

Isospin amplitudes A∆I,If can be labelled by∆I v
decay and by If of final state

Gluon is pure I=0, so the dominant gluonic pe
pure ∆I=1/2
Tree level b->uud have both∆I=3/2 and ∆I=1/2
If the ∆I=3/2 piece can be isolated, then the tr
that contains the weak phase to be measured



~10-5)

CP even and CP
B->ρπ (π+π−πο final state)

B->ρρ, B-> a1π (4π final state)

Decay modes not yet observed (expected Br 

Require Isospin analysis

ρρ requires also angular analysis to separate 
odd amplitude



measureγ

sin(2β+γ)
Modes that can be used to 

Direct measurements ofγ are difficult

B+ -> DK+

Relation between amplitude inBu,d -> Kπ

Partial reconstruction of Bd -> D(* )π to extract



Search for

O(10-4) - O(10-6):

n

nguish among
Experimental Requirements to
CP violation

Interesting modes have small branching ratio 
• you need a lot of B

B->fCP decays must be fully reconstructed:
• high tracking efficiency

• good vertexing to have good mass resolutio

• good particle identification capability to disti
different modes and reject background

• γ and π0 reconstruction

• identify neutral hadron (K l)



asure the distance

KB/event at ~100
the other B must be tagged as B0 or B0

• you need particle ID capability

To study the time dependence, one need to me
∆z between the two B decay:
• very good vertexing

You have to process a lot of data (BaBar: 300
Hz):
• a robust computing model
• well designed and well coded software


